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Former Editor Named To 
Secretary of Army Staff 
Earl Mazo, former editor of 
The Tiger and a' member of the 
Clemson class of 1940, has been 
appointed special assistant to the 
Under Secretary of the Army in 
Washington. He was given a 
leave of absence by The New 
York Herald Tribune for the du- 
ration of his duty with the Army 
• Department. 
Mr. Mazo joined the editorial 
•taff of The Herald Tribune in 
March, and within six weeks was 
ipromoted to assistant day city 
editor. He came to Clemson from 
Charleston, joined the staff of The 
Tiger as a freshman, was manag- 
ing editor his sophomore year and 
'editor the following year. At 
Clemson he was a member of 
Gamma Alpha Mu, the honor 
writers' fraternity, Blue Key and 
Tiger Brotherhood. 
During one summer while he 
was a student he was a reporter 
for the Anderson Independent. 
During another summer he and a 
.fellow  Tiger  editor,  Thomas    O. 
Xawton, puVlished a Clemson 
community semi-weekly newspa- 
per, The Commentator. Among 
the paper's columnists were the 
.\ate Ben Robertson, the late Clem- 
' s'bn president, Dr. Enoch Sikes, 
Miss Mary Katherine Little John, 
and Prof. John D. Lane. 
After leaving Clemson, Mazo 
was a reporter on The Piedmont, 
• in Greenville, then The Green- 
ville News, which he left in Feb- 
ruary, 1942, to join the Air 
Force. At the end of a tour of 
duty with a Flying Fortress group 
vln England, he was assigned as a 
combat reporter to the European 
Stars and Stripes. 
In 1945, upon separation from 
the Army, Mr. Mazo became edi- 
tor of the editorial page of    the 
' Camden, N. J., Courier-Post. La- 
ter he was made political editor of 
this newspaper ,and in May, 1949, 
took a leave  of absence    to    be 
•publicity director for the Demo- 
cratic gubernatorial campaign in 
New Jersey that year. Later he 
became executive director of the 
Democratic party's leadership or- 
ganization in New Jersey. He left 
this position last March to accept 
a place on the editorial staff of 
The Herald Tribune. 
Openino Meetina Of 
A. A. U.W, Held Soon 
College women of Clemson and 
adjoining communities who are 
eligible for membership in the 
American Association of Univer- 
sity Women are invited to attend 
,the opening meeting of the Clem- 
son branch. This meeting will be 
held on Thursday, October 12, at 
7 p. m. in the social hall of the 
.Methodist Church. A covered 
dish supper and a brief outline 
qf the coming year's work will 
be featured. 
,; The A. A. U. W. list of ap- 
proved universities and colleges 
is posted in the Clemson College 
Library for reference. 
Officers of the Clemson branch 
' for 1950-51 are: president, Mrs. 
H. H. Foster; vice president, Mrs. 
L. W. Riley; secretary, Mrs.  Ce- 
^cil Davis, and treasurer, Mrs. J. 
G. Cannon. 
Craig Turner To Sing 
Leading Role In Opera 
News has been received that 
* Craig Turner will sing the lead- 
ing tenor role in the opera "The 
Secret Marriage" next Friday and 
Saturday night in Ithica, New 
.York. This opera is of the 18th 
century and was directed in Ber- 
lin in 1934 by Mr. Ken Baumann. 
He has translated the opera 
from German to English and with 
the aid of Mrs. Don Price, dra- 
matic instructor at Cornell Uni- 
versity, is directing the two per- 
formances at Ithica. 
The opera  is  being  sponsored 
by   the   Ithica   Conservatory   of 
'Music and the Cornell University 
Music  Club. 
A Clemson graduate of '48, Mr. 
. Turner is working on his Ph. D. 
in   Entomology   at   Cornell. 
Mrs.    E.    C.    Turner Sr.,  will 
. leave    by    plane    Friday    from 
Greenville to attend the perform- 
ances. 
Clemson Aero Club 
Seeks New Members 
The Clemson Aero Club will 
meet Thursday night, October 5, 
at 6:45 p. m. in room 100 in Riggs 
Hall. There are eight shares of 
stock available in the club. Any- 
one interested in becoming a 
member should contact J. W. Lis- 
ton in room 1-61. 
The Aero Club was founded in 
April 1948, by twenty Clemson 
students who bought the first 
plane. The organization now 
owns three planes, two piper cub 
trainers  and   a  Taylor   Craft. 
The objectives of the club are: 
Ho enable members to learn the 
are of flying; to enable members 
to obtain a certificate of private 
rating or higher, and to give 
members the privilege of flying 
at a minimum cost. 
Information concerning mem- 
bership into the club - can be ob- 
tained at the meeting October 6 
or from J. W. Liston. 
H.D. Barker Takes 
Up New Position 
Dr. Henry D. Barker, a native 
of South Carolina and a graduate 
of Clemson who holds advanced 
degrees from the Universities of 
Wisconsin and Minnesota, has 
succeeded Dr. Charles R. Sayre 
as head of the Division of Cotton 
and Ohert Fiber Crops and Dis- 
eases, Bureau of Plant -Industry, 
Soils, and Agricultural Engineer- 
ing.  (Beltsville, Maryland) 
Dr. Barker became a field 
agent with USD A in 1917 while 
doing graduate work at Minne- 
sota and, from 1924 until 1936, 
he was on the staff of the Haiti 
Experiment Station first as botan- 
ist and plant pathologist, later as 
cotton  specialist and director. 
C.C.Y.S.C. Holds Fall 
Meeting September 23 
The fall meeting of the Coope- 
rative Christian Youth of South 
Carolina was held September 23 
and 24 at the Baptist Student 
Center   in   Columbia. 
An organization for all denom- 
inations, the C. C. Y. S. C. has 
planned two projects for the 
coming year; a writing program 
for use by denominations and 
local interdenominational groups 
and the listing of the names of 
appropriate speakers according 
to their fields and topics with 
their   available   dates. 
Groups wishing to obtain this 
material may do so by writing 
James Cushman at Clemson Col- 
lege where the central office will 
be set up. 
The next meeting of the C. C. 
Y. S. C. will be in February at 
Presbyterian College, in Clinton, 
S. C. It will be under the direc- 
tion of the President, Bob Hunt 
of Greenville. Other officers are 
James Cushman of Clemson, 
Reba Sims of Columbia, Anne 
Rast of Dillon and Fred Sosonow- 
ski of Columbia. 
*        * * 
RESOLUTION 
WHEREAS, the Assembly of 
Student Representatives, being 
concerned with the comfort and 
well being' of the students 
Which it represents, does here- 
by respectfully request the Ad- 
ministration of Clemson Col- 
lege to discontinue the holding 
of Cadet Reveille formation at 
6:30 a. in. It respectfully sug- 
gests that this formation be 
combined with the breakfast 
formation presently held at 7:00 
a. m., thereby allowing the ca- 
dets a half hour more sleep 
which is sorely needed under 
the present rigorous scholastic 
and military program. 
PASSED BY UNANIMOUS 
CONSENT   THIS   DATE: 
ALAN B. KILLINGSWORTH 
Speaker 
The above resolution was for- 
warded to Pres. Poole and Col. 
Cookson on Saturday with the 
unanimous approval and concur- 
rence of the Executive Commit- 
tee. • 
*        * * 
C. D. A. Sponsors Three Men Nominated 
For Student Body Veep 
Sponsors for the Central Dance Association for the October 6-7 Hat Hop are pictured above. 
Bottom row left to right, are Miss Mary Russell Eleazer of Clemson for Joor Chairman Bernie Gra- 
ham; Miss Betty Tonge of Converse College and Spartanburg for Decorations Chairman. Leslie Mc- 
Millan; and Miss Elizabeth Hamer of Marion for Placing Chairman Stanley Converse. Top row, 
left to right, are Miss Janie Hatcher of Limestone College and Hodges for Vice-President Vance 
Gandy; Miss Jo Chenault of Converse College and Spartanburg for President William S. Brown; 
and Miss Bobbie Whitlock of Charleston for Publicity Chairman Jack Cribb. 
'Best Dance Band Yet7 
New Men Add Professional 
Touch To Clemson's Jungal 
* * * 
Notice 
Students are reminded of the 
following regulations set forth 
by the Senior Council pertain- 
ing to dance week-ends on the 
campus. 
(1) Any student inside the 
gymnasium without the proper 
dance ticket will be reported to 
the Senior Council. 
(2) Loitering in the vicinity 
of the barracks in which the 
girls are housed (for this week- 
end, the 4th Barracks) will not 
be tolerated. 
(3) No alcoholic 4beverages 
will be allowed inside the gym 
nasium. 
(4) Any ungentlemanly con- 
duct will be subject to action 
by the Senior Council. 
•        • • 
Freshmen Fall For 
Annual Gag 
An estimated two hundred 
freshmen were the butts of a 
traditional hoax October 4. At 
the noon meal in the college 
mess hall, an announcement was 
made over the public address 
system to the effect that the 
dairy department, "due to me- 
chanical difficulties," was giving 
away one thousand gallons of ice 
cream   to   prevent   its   melting. 
Armed with every kind of con- 
tainer from shoe boxes to garbage 
cans, the rats joined in a scram- 
ble  for  the  dairy  building. 
The gag is repeated annually, 
and some freshmen are always 
taken  in. 
S. C. Canterbury Club 
Plan Fall Conference 
Officers of the State Associa- 
tion of Canterbury Clubs and lo- 
cal presidents met at Trinity 
Episcopal Church in Columbia on 
September 30. Harry Bull, state 
president, of the University of 
South Carolina, presided over the 
meeting. The purpose of the 
meeting was to plan the fall con- 
ference which will be held at 
Rock Hill on December 1, 2, and 
3 with Winthrop College as host. 
Each club will send two delegates 
and their state officers. The 
theme for the conference is fel- 
lowship. 
Canterbury Clubs represented 
at the September meeting were 
Winthrop, Furman, Clemson, and 
the University of South Carolina. 
Also present as advisers were 
Mrs. Judy Barlowe of Winthrop, 
Miss Betty Cruise of the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina, the Rev. 
Thompson of Columbia, and the 
Rev. F. V. Fortune of Sumter. 
By BRUCE PARRISH 
C. E. Jones, leader of the 1950- 
51 Jungaleers, said recently that 
the fourteen piece combo will be 
"the greatest college orchestra 
Clemson- has yet seen." Retain- 
ing its original name after the 
merger with the Brigadiers, this 
band promises to uphold the rep- 
utation it has been building since 
its  organization in  1923. 
New talent with a wide range 
of experience features Bo Par- 
nell, a summer student of Teddy 
Wilson at the Julliard School of 
Music in New York, at the key- 
board.    Bo is from Ware Shoals. 
The lead alto section is headed 
by A. L. Watson of Spartanburg, 
who has developed a remarkable 
touch remeniscent of Charlie 
Parker's excellent jazz stylings. 
Cecil Few, also recently of the 
Julliard School, is the head man 
on take-off tenor, backed ably 
by J. A. Suddeth of Clinton on 
baritone  sax,  Charles Upright of 
Taps Reqnest 
Sr. Information 
All seniors who are going in 
the 1951 TAPS are requisted to 
have their Senior Information 
Blanks in the TAPS office by 
Wednesday, October 11. These 
blanks may be picked up in the 
Guard Room or the TAPS office, 
basement  of  7th  barracks. 
Mooresville, N. C, alto sax, and 
George Brokenbocker, Clinton, 
tenor sax. 
Leader Jones holds down the 
first trumpet chair with Foster 
Boone on ride trumpet and Robert 
Grubb on third. Jack Major, 
first trombone, has worked up a 
smooth style while playing with 
several groups this summer. Dave 
Peterson of Anderson occupies 
second trombone ride chair, while 
Bobby Willis of Gaffney does the 
honors as front man. 
The rythm section is still in- 
definite, but the most likely can- 
didates appear to be Joe Hind- 
man on drums with Professor J. 
R.   Salley  strumming  the bass. 
This year the orchestra will 
feature new outfits—distinctive 
skipper blue, one button row 
suits topped by gray ties with 
gold-embroidered J's. Bookings 
have already been secured for the 
P. C. Homecoming on October 13 
and the Professors' Dance the 
night before. 
An engagement with the Uni- 
versity of Georgia is being com- 
pleted, but the date is as yet un- 
certain. Several dsftes for the 
Christmas tour are still in the 
fire. Anyone wishing to hire the 
Jungaleers during the Christmas 
holidays should contact J. E. Ma- 
jor as early as possible. 
The band will probably travel 
in cars this year, though "Old 
Reliable" is still on the job if 
neededt o carry the Jungaleers 
on  their merry, musical way. 
Candidates for senior class 
vice-president, three. senior 
council representatives, sopho- 
more class vice-president, 
sophomore representative, and 
all freshman officers and class 
representatives were nominat- 
ed at a meeting held on Octob- 
er 3 at 7:00 p. m. in the college 
chapel. 
The men nominated were: Stu- 
dent Body vice-president, Ben S. 
Home, arts and sciences major of 
Charleston; Maxie Burch, arts 
and sciences major of -Florence; 
and Willard (Tuck) Andrews, 
mechanical engineering major of 
Greenville. Senior council, Wyn- 
die Wyndham of Moncks Corner; 
Robert M. Wolfe of Rock Hill, 
Mac Wheatley of Augusta, Ga., 
Jim Aiken of Pendleton, and 
Luke Langley of Lynchburg, Va. 
Sophomore class vice-president, 
Richard Taylor of Greer and 
Thomas Eskew of Anderson. 
Sophomore representative, Donald 
Sedberry of Hartsville and Jim 
Callaham of Atlanta, Ga. 
Freshman class president, A. 
K. Yager of Columbia, Bobby 
Huay of Cheraw, Jimmie Willis 
of McColl.a nd W. Tom Shealy of 
Little Mountain. Freshman class 
vice-president, E. E. Andrishok of 
Mullins, George Faulkenberry of 
Lancaster, Ralph Bell of Ocean 
Drive, and Robert E. Middleton 
of Clear Water, Florida. Fresh- 
man class secretary, Claude Car- I 
raway of Charleston, Ted Banz 
of Ridgewood, New Jersey, Dickie 
McMahon of Columbia and Phil- 
lip Porcher of Mount Pleasant. 
Freshman class treasurer, R. C. 
Andrews of Columbia, Ben 
Chrietzberg of Williamston, John 
Turner of Winthrop, and Joe 
Vega of Charleston. 
The election of officers will be 
held on Tuesday, October 10. 
The three polls will be open from 
8:30 a. m., on the quadrangle, and 
near third barracks. Students' 
I. D. cards must be presented in 
order to vote. These cards will be 
stamped to prevent students from 
voting more than once. Bill Laf- 
foday, chairman of the election 
board, calls attention to the sec- 
tion of the constitution which 
reads: "No one shall attempt to 
solicit votes for a candidate with 
in the vicinity of the polls." 
Veep Candidates 
Nominees for student body vice-president are shown above. 
They are, from left to right, Ben Home, Maxie Burch, and Tuck 
Andrews.    Also shown is  A. B. Killingsworth presiding. 
Senior Council Canditates 
Ceramic Movies Be 
Shown October 10 
Clemson's student branch of 
the American Ceremic Society 
will hold an open meeting on 
Tuesday, October 10 in room 102 
shop building. The meeting is 
scheduled for 7 p. m. 
Two motion pictures will be 
shown relating to ceramic indus- 
try. The first movie, "Arts and 
Crafts of Mexico" shows scenes 
of glass manufacture and glass 
blowing. Other subjects will also 
be shown along with this film. 
A second movie, "Manufacture 
of Abrasives" deals with abra- 
sives and their use in industry. 
Both films have sound. 
Any interested persons are in- 
vited to attend. 
Left to right are Robert Wolfe, Luke Langley, Mac Wheatley, 
and Jim Aiken, who will run for senior council. Not shown is 
Wyndie Wyndham, who was not present when the picture was 
made. 
Phi Eta Sigma Names 
Denson To Nat. Meet 
W. C. Denson, president of Phi 
Eta Sigma, was selected Thurs- 
day night, September 28 by that 
organization to attend the na- 
tional convention at the Univer- 
sity of Texas on October 26, .27, 
and 28. 
Phi Eta Sigmai s a national 
honor society for freshmen. To 
become a member, a freshman 
must have a grade point ratio of 
7.5 or better for the first semes- 
ters. The primary purpose of 
the organization is to provide as- 
sistance to freshmen in mathe- 
matics and chemistry. This 
coaching is done by active mem- 
bers of the society. 
Byr ne's Band Features Scottee Marsh 
• The versatile Bobby Byrne and his Orchestra will pro- 
vide the music for the Rat Hop which will be held this week- 
end, October 6 and 7. The first dance of the year will feature 
two nights of dancing and a free concert. Tickets are on 
sale after dinner and supper in the guard room, and rooms 
for dates may also be secured during this time. 
The Central Dance Association 
will bring back to Clemson for 
the second time the young trom- 
bonist and his music makers. 
Byrne played for the Mid Win- 
ters Dance of 1947. He recently 
completed an engagement at the 
Arcadia Ballroom in New Yrok 
City, and is regarded in music 
circles as one of the best trom- 
bonists of the day. 
Born in Detroit, Bryne was a 
celebrated artist at the age of 
seven and has a practical and 
thorough knowledge of all musi- 
cal instruments. He first gained 
prominence in the world of 
modern music while playing with 
Jimmy Dorsey at the Glen Island 
Casino. After gaining this prom- 
inence, he formed a band of his 
own. He has recorded for Decca, 
Cosmo, and Rainbow records, and 
recently released a new recording 
bearing an MGM label. The band- 
Bobby Byrne leader was a fighter pilot during 
World War II and had 1400 fly- 
ing hours to his credit. Vocalists 
with the band are Scottee Marsh 
and Don Byrne; The Trombone 
Choir, instrumental group fea- 
tured with the band, is one of 
the most unique musical quartets 
in modern music. 
The first of the two-dance 'se- 
ries will be held on Friday night 
from 9 until 1, and will be formal. 
No persons will be admitted un- 
less they wear formal ciothes or 
uniform. Saturday afternoon, 
there will be a free concert which 
will be held in the Field House 
from 4 to 5 o'clock. The Sat- 
urday night dance will be in- 
formal, and will begin immediate- 
ly following the Clemson-North 
Carolina State football game. This 
dance   will   end  at   midnight. 
Highlight of the dance week- 
end will be the crowning of the 
Freshman Beauty Queen on Fri- 
day night. The queen and four 
attendants will be chosen from 
protographs submitted to the 
CDA. Five finalists will be 
chosen, and a group of judges 
composed of faculty members 
and members of the military staff 
will choose the queen at the Fri- 
day    night    formal.    The    other 
contestants will serve on "the 
royal court." They will be for- 
mally presented to the student 
body during pre-game ceremonies 
of the football game Saturday 
night. Prices for the dance will 
be $3 for Friday night, and $2 for 
Saturday night. Admission to 
the Saturday afternoon concert 
will be free. 
Scottee Marsh 
Harold Cole To Speak 
To Baptist Training 
Unions October It 
Harold Cole, former pastor of 
the Clemson College Baptist 
Church, will speak to the train- 
ing unions on Wednesday, Octo- 
ber. 11. Mr. Cole is now State 
Secretary of the Department of 
Baptist Student work. He will 
speak to the training unions con- 
cerning the B. S .U. State Con- 
vention which will be held at 
Limestone College in Gaffney on 
October 27 through 29. 
Those students who wish to at- 
tend the convention may sign up 
at the church that night provid- 
ed they don't have excessive de- 
merits or blue slips. Housing fa- 
cilities will be furnished by the 
Baptist people of Gaffney, how- 
ever those attending will have 
to make arrangements for their 
own meals. 
Mr. Cole will be introduced to 
the Training Unions by Jack Fer- 
guson, president of the B. S. U. 
The training unions are under 
the direction of Jim Stovall of El- 
berton,   Georgia. 
Accompanying Mr. Cole will be 
Miss Nancy Bolt and Miss Nancy 
H.   Miller. 
tUoncU , , , 
"Put that so-and-so (Wynd- 
ham) in a cage before he kills 
somebody," 
Anonymous Missouri Player 
"I cannot predict the weather a 
week in ■ advance; however, it 
will be fair tomorrow." 
Dr. "Bulldog" White 
"La classe est fini." 
"Whispering"  Dean 
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Now That You Mention It 
This Criticism Is For the Few, 
So, If the Shoe Fits, Wear It! 
By Billy Gaillard and Jack Hare 
Subscription   Rate 12.00 
Represented by National Advertising Service 
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Go, Tigers 
Any of us would have been satisfied with a winning 
score, but to go into a game the. underdog and come out a 
thirty-four to nothing winner is terrific. 
We're not surprised, of course; we expected the boys to 
come through in masterly fashion, and' they more than satis- 
fied our expectations. 
We feel that every man on the team is due a vote of 
thanks. 
Clemson has always had top teams and 1950 is as good 
as any year for an qutstanding performance. We do not 
profess to know the why or wherefore, but for some reason 
a football team has a lot to do with a college, and a good foot- 
ball team makes a good college grow great and prosper. 
We're all-out for our team this year and wish them 
luck.    They have what it takes! 
Blame Yourself 
The attendance at the Student Body meeting Tuesday 
night was terrible. There were hardly enough men to carry 
out the task of nominating the students who will lead them 
for the next year. Complaints were heard last year about 
some men who were nominated but no one has a kick this 
year. 
All students seemed very interested in securing govern- 
ment by the students at Clemson, but unless more interest 
is shown, we might as well be on the old system. The student 
government officers cannot handle everything by them- 
selves.   They must have full cooperation of the student body. 
Elections will be held next Tuesday. Three polls will 
be placed around the campus in convenient places. Stu- 
dents must present their athletic cards to be stamped as a 
requirement for voting. Last year, voting was fair, but this 
year, at least 90% of the student body should vote. If you 
don't vote, you can't say that you had a voice in government. 
The TIGER urges all students to exercise their right to vote. 
If you don't vote and the wrong man gets in office, 
BLAME YOURSELF, because it will be your fault. 
Circulation? 
For some time-now, the TIGER has been receiving let- 
ters from subscribers who want to' know why they haven't 
received their copies yet. We don't want to cry on anybody's 
shoulder, but we're really in hot water. 
Besides losing most of our senior staff over the summer, 
we are in a peculiar predicament.1 Our circulation manager 
went on an extended tour, leaving his assistant to handle the 
department. His assistant, however, has been in the hospi- 
tal for the past week and no one else knows much about the 
work. 
But the TIGER will get out. Please bear with us, and 
if your copy is late, please wait; we're doing our best. 
\\—KTSQ'® 
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Talk of the Town 
"Country Gentlemen" Turn Into 
Pigs From The Country At Mess 
By Harry Dukes 
Hoots of Culture i%fc%%>% 
SEPT£MB£J?-BACK TO SCHOOL AMP COUEGS 
NFWWN smPtEPMA TURRET 
ABOVE TRINITY CO LUGS, 
CAMBRIDGE. fHSBACK-7S-SCNOOL 
GIFTS WERESCIENTTFIC/NSTRU- 
M£NrS; WATCHES, SCALES, TELE- 
SCOPES, ASTROLABES...ALL 
ft/OHLY EXPENSIVE THEN. 
WE COLLEGE GIRLS OFJ®@& 
WORE FLEUR DELIS WATCHES, _ 
SWORD-NUT "HA/R-DAGGERS". 
MALE UNDERGRADUATES 
SPORTED HIGH BUTTON SHOES. 
HEAVY WATCH FOBS, DIAMOND- 
CIRCLED SAPPHIRE TIE PINS 
Although the cartoon at the top of this 
page is slightly exaggerated, it depicts a sit- 
uation which will be in evidence soon, un- 
less we do something about our table man- 
ners in the mess hall. Manners of late have 
left very much to be desired on the part of 
both cadet and veteran students. 
I remember the expression on several 
freshmen's faces when they ate their first 
meal with the upperclassmen. It could per- 
haps be called a look of amazement but I 
think it was one of disgust. They probably 
wondered how a man could move so fast 
and empty his plate so rapidly. It seems 
strange to see such "perfect gentlemen" 
when they enter the mess hall. Stiff at at- 
tention, cadets are very mannerly. Sudden- 
ly from the speaker comes the word "rest" 
and then all hell breaks loose. Rather than 
a mess hall, it sounds like a real war! Hands 
and arms go flying through the air faster 
than the speed of sound. It amazes me— 
and I'm ashamed to admit that I am as guilty 
as anyone else. 
It's a downright disgrace for guests to 
enter our mess hall and see just how we 
act. Let's" stop this nonsense. You don't 
have to go directly by Emily Post methods. 
Just use a little common sense and courtesy. 
The trouble is that no one shows any con- 
sideration for the other fellow, who inci- 
dentally, is entitled to exactly the same thing, 
you are.   I know a lot who don't get it. 
I know a certain tactical offieer who ate 
in the mess hall at a company table, at a 
noon meal. He sat in the middle of the left 
hand side of the table. When the troops be- 
gan to eat, the "bull" went to his left and 
made four stops before it was empty. The 
salad made three stops and I doubt if he got 
There are some people who can't take criti- 
cism in any way, shape or form. Unusually 
enough, after last week's column everybody 
had a gripe except those who were criticized. 
So, although we're not trying to keep every- 
body satisfied, we're more than willing to 
give credit where credit is due. We both 
know only too well how hard it is getting 
cooperation of any sort to get something 
done around here. 
Student Government is rapidly becom- 
ing a bureaucracy.    If many more com- 
mittees  are  appointed  no   student    can 
criticize the government without criticiz- 
ing himself, because he will probably be 
on some committee or other.    BUT,    if 
Harrison McLaurin can accomplish   one- 
tenth of the things he's undertaking, we'll 
consider the year a smashing success. It's 
probably better to be overorganized than 
under-organized,  so here's  wishing  him, 
and all those organizations, lots of luck. 
Three years ago, when we were freshmen, 
a drill platoon was formed from the fresh- 
man class.    For six weeks this unit drilled 
every morning before reveille and almost 
every afternoon, and on Mother's Day the 
Freshman Platoon did credit to themselves 
and to those who backed them. 
It was then decided to have a Freshman 
Platoon every year. For the past two years 
the process was followed, and, as a reward 
for their efforts th platoon members each 
received a ribbon. 
But now, through someone's oversight, 
the Cadet Regulations omitted saying a 
thing about these particular ribbons, and 
the platoon members of previous years 
can't wear them. - Maybe, after a month 
or two, someone will get around to issuing 
a special order permitting it, but until 
that time they'll do without. 
We don't know just what will happen- to 
very much to eat before the waiter made 
two or three trips. 
Let's stop this! It's so darn needless and 
it certainly gives visitors a poor impression. 
The only way that it will improve is for YOU those old members who have already gotten 
to do something about it. What can you their ribbons, and who violate the sanctity 
do?   You can be a little more considerate of Cadet Regulations by wearing them. Some 
, „, ,, '        „       j    n       +w +„ people ought to wise up.   And while we're of   your "tablemates    and  allow  them  to ^cu^     "s .,r , ,., J «/*■„■,.       .x, , .     on the topic of the uniform and parts there- 
have a little "chow   before its emptied by ^ Ws gamething weVe heard quite a bit 
a few boys. The plates and bowls are suffi- about< R seems that in the «old clemson," 
ciently filled for eight people to have small -juniors could be distinguished from other 
servings on the first journey. When sec- undergraduates by something more than a 
onds are brought back, you can certainly numeral on their collars. The seniors wore 
have another helping. I'm sure Mr. Lind- gold braid on their caps as they do now, but 
,   .    , x    . ,.        the junior officers that too often forgotten say prepares enough food to feed us all as ^ ^^ tQ ^ & silyer braid 
much as we want.    Perhaps a comeback to Qn theirs 
this is that you don't have enough time to      The wav it was ^j^ to us the other night 
eat.   That's   absurd—you've  got  forty-five they had to be enrolled in advanced R. O. 
minutes   before   classes   are   resumed   and T. C. to be eligible for the braid.   This is, 
that's plenty of time for a normal person to of course, a minor point    that   could    be 
A        * «i      A,WW w straightened out by whomever is supposed consume a tremendous steak.   Another hor- f J 
. ,,    , to take care of such matters, 
rible example of poor manners is the method      Eyeryone weVe talked to about it is in full 
in which dishes are replaced on the table. agreement with the idea of bringing it back. 
It's like a game  of checkers.    Someone is gut would we be bringing it back or just 
always stacking a bowl on top of the   milk bringing it in? No one is adverse to the idea, 
pitcher.  The way some things are stacked least of all the juniors (naturally.)   If any- 
.,   ,    .    ,.   . .        „„„fMoi„T,ai  ^craw one knows for sure what the score is on the would do justice to a professional juggler. ,..,'-..■          ^            T„ ^ tua • matter how about letting us know.   Is it the 
To get to the milk, you have to move about ^ ^.^ Qr .g -  .^ ^^ Mrine   -. 
three bowls  and  the 
by   that   time  you're 
whole thing. 
The only criticism to make of the mess hall 
is the size of the bread trays.    Couldn't a  • 
small tray be 'used to the same advantage? Now Hear This . . 
It gets in the way! 
Remember that you certainly wouldn't 
use your Clemson manners at home, but 
you can certainly use your home manners 
at Clemson.    It will make a lot of people 
happy, and it certainly would look a lot 
better. 
bread tray.    Usually 
ready   to forget  the 
morr 
There's  a  movement  afoot  to abolish 
reveille.   As a matter of fact, student gov- 
ernment is working on it now. (Bravo!) 
Have you ever wondered just why the 
hell there is such a formation at Clemson? 
In the army there is more than enough 
reason for holding it, but there the troops 
are usually ready for a post-breakfast 
inspection. Clemson, being Clemson—NOT 
the U. S. Army—has little need for such ' 
tom-foolery. \ 
What do YOU do that time of the morn- 
ing- If you're like us you get up in a 
rush, put on your uniform, missing half 
the buttons, charge down endless filghts 
of stairs, and just barely meet a formation 
you highly dislike. After cursing the sadist ^ 
who first thought of reveille, you slowly, 
painfully retrace your agonizing steps back 
to a bed left only long enough to lose its 
warmth. There you unsuccessfully try 
to recall that beautiful dream the wake-up 
orderly so rudely interrupted, but soon 
think of ingenious tortures for the poor 
sadist. 
After the bitterness has had a chance to 
wear  off,   you  disdainfully  try,  without 
success, to excuse the sadist for this un- 
warranted interruption of your rest, then, 
finding no reasonable excuse, the arms of 
Morpheus again tighten their grip.    You 
sleep the sleep of the dead.    BUT NOT 
FOR LONG!    Once again get up in    a 
rush!    Again    you    charge    down    those 
same  stairs!    Soon you  are back  where    , 
you were a few minutes before.   Why? 
Let's cooperate with the Student Govern- 
ment and with whoever else is working on 
the abolishment of reveille.      And, should. . 
success be ours, let's go them one better and 
not come down to breakfast formation late. 
That would be like biting the hand that feeds 
us.   In short, if we should be granted what 
we ask, let's show ourselves worthy of it. 
Student government may be sticking its neck 
out for us.   If we ourselves chop it off we 
have no right to complain should they re- '<> 
fuse to voice our opinions for us in the fu- 
ture. 
The laundry service at Clemson used to 
be bad around these parts, but things have    , 
changed since then.    Now the service is 
atrocious.   How can they expect the troops 
to look neat if the laundry won't give us 
our clean clothes?   We'd be afraid to say 
how  long  a  certain  "old  lady"  of ours 
has worn the same skivies. 
Classes have a bad' habit of griping about 
their  student  officers.   Many times  these 
gripes are justified, but when all the offi- 
cers are nominated by a group so small that 
. it represents a pitifully small fraction of th« 
class, then no member of the class should , 
even open his mouth.   Tuesday night at the 
nomination for the vacated sophomore of- 
fices there were exactly SEVEN sophomores 
present—think of it—seven from a class of 
over seven hundred.  So there shouldn't be 
any noise from the lower ranks this year. 
Incidentally there was more spirit and   a 
better turnout among the so-called "lowly 
freshmen" in two minutes than the, shall- 
we say, "superior" upperclassmen could have 
mustered in two years.   You're off to a good 
start, Rats.   Don't follow too many of your 
"leaders". 
Now Is Time to Plan Senior Project 
By J. D. McMahan HI 
(poft 'ptorn Otfoi @o(]U$e 1£a$4 
By  F.  E.   (Cookie,  Jr.,)   Cookson 
off    that tries to prove it. Mother:  Mabel,  get 
_,, .    v „       , .. •   young man's knee! This  is  our  first  dance,    and „ . 
before long the campus will    be      ** American sailor bribed his      Mabel: Nothing domg,  Ma. 
filled  with  the  lady friends    of wa^ into  a Turkish harem' and,  g0t here furst 
was amazed to see a fat, bored   But a few unfor- 
myself)     have eunich Paying a hose on a line-up 
Clemson men, 
tunates   (such   as 
not been able to lull any girls to 
assist  us to enjoy this weekend. 
So to those few these jakes    are 
dedicated. 
"Nest to a beautiful girl, what 
do you consider the next most 
beautiful thing in the world?" 
"When I am next to a beautiful 
of bewitching ladies. 
"A religious rite?" asked the 
sailor." 
"Not at all," said the eunuch. 
"Orders. When one of them siz- 
zles, I send her in to the sultan." 
A   fat   dowger   in   a   crowded 
Madison  Avenue bus  trod  upon 
TODAY, BACK 70 SCHOOL' 
STILL MEANS PRESENTS. 
RANGING FROM CLOCKS. 
WATCHES, PENS.PENCJLS, 
70 COMPACTS AND 
TRAVELLING CASES 
-t^r^"** 
A college man had a ready ex- 
girl, I don't worry about statis- the foot of an irritable gent who cuse for his rebuff. "Her old 
tics."                                                    was tfyinS to read his newspaper. man ^  a  secon(i_hand  furniture 
. '                        "Madam,"   he  said  coldly,    "I dealer," he explained.   "No won- 
He: Do you pet with the lights   wiu ask you to kindly get off my der she wouldn't allow much on 
on or off?                                           foot." the old .davenport." 
She: Yes. "Put your foot where    it    be-   
.                         longs," she replied sharply. well, that's all for this week, 
A clever man tells a, woman he     "Don't tempt me, Madam,    do and we hope everyone is satisfied 
understands   her.   A   stupid   one not tempt me," he murmured. after the weekend. 
On behalf of the graduating seniors and 
myself, I would like to thank Mr. Metz and 
Miss Coker for making it possible for us to 
get our rings two weeks early. Your efforts 
were greatly appreciated! 
Senior Project 
Seniors, it's not too early for us to begin 
thinking about our class project. In fact, 
this is the very time for us to start working 
out plans. 
After a great deal of consideration two 
recent classes adopted a plan that was en- 
thusiastically received and accepted by a 
large percentage of both classes. 
The whole point is that Clemson needs our 
support both now and in the future—finan- 
cial support as well as moral of course.   To 
most of us who are still grinding away with 
k elephants you find        the ole text-books, financial support sounds 
disturbln' like a lot of baloney.   But we don't have to 
Just remember they're beasts fork out any of those hard-to-get dollars now. 
of bourbon. The oniy project that the class of '50, 
for instance, considered (and most of those 
boys were pretty sensible when it came to 
thinking out things) was an insurance 
plan. 
Here's the scoop. It's never too soon to 
start thinking about and planning for our 
future security. All right, here's what we 
can do: save any amount we want to, as lit- 
tle as 50 cents a week or as much as we can. 
Leave Clemson $100 of the dividends that 
Meteorologist: A man who 




will accrue on this in a period of 20 years. 
Kill three birds with one stone: . 
(1) Help Clemson. 
(2) Start retirement plan now 
and 
(3) Protect any future of present de- 
pendents. 
Sounds good, doesn't it? 
It's foolproof. 
Let's think about it and get the ball 
rolling before February graduates make 
their exits. 
BE THERE 
It seems useless to request your presence 
at the Pep Rally Friday night, because every- 
one will be there with possibly a half dozen 
exceptions. It's for that half dozen this 
space is filled. Boys, as you know, our team 
is off to a great start this year. They've 
started the ball rolling. Let's help keep it' 
rolling by turning out Friday and showing 
them we're behind them 100 per cent—show 
them they're going to be "our team" all the' 
way this season. 
Let's let it all bang out! Bring your dates 
and anything else you can get your hands 
on. You freshmen won't have to run around 
the flag-pole when the "Tiger Rag" is played 
because of the ladies. The cheerleaders have* • 
a short but loud program on the menue 
starting at 7 p. m. 




By STAN KOHN 
• Run for your lives kids, be- 
cause the Cincinnati Dancing Pig 
is running loose in our midst. 
The Pig is a Mercury waxing 
featuring Vic Damone, who does 
a very good job, considering the 
tune. Flipover is Forbidden Love, 
which 'sounds like an overgrown 
Italian love song. 
I'm gonna spin the next one 
for you because I was requested 
to listen to it. It's Night and 
Day by Artie Shaw and his or- 
chestra on a disc from a Musicraft 
album done by the same group. 
His music is as good as can be 
expected and the selections are 
even better—they're Cole Por- 
ter tunes. Best in the book are 
I | In the Still of the Night and My 
Heart Belongs to Daddy. And 
Back I this album even has vocals by 
1 Mel Torme and Kitty Kallen. 
What more  could  yon want? 
Don Cornell is again making 
a bid for the fame he won with 
It Isn't Fair when he worked with 
Sammy Kaye. Now he's made 
even better music with his re- 
cording of I Need You So, this 
one without Mr. Kaye. Sammy 
has even torn up Don's contract 
and made him a single. Ah, the 
power  of  music. 
I've got to play a very exhaust- 
ing and confusing tune for you. 
I don't like it but maybe you 
will. If you think that the title 
is confusing you should listen to 
Peggy Lee Show Me the Way to 
Get Out of This World (Because 
That's Where Everything Is). 
Even she got confused, in fact, 
I'm still spinning. The record 
has a good high trumpet too. 
Backside is Happy Music,, a 
happy tune that is a bit more 
refreshing. 
About fifteen' years ago there 
ivas a bandleader and songwriter 
named Isham Jones. He wrote as 
well as played some of the best 
music ever put out: No Greater 
Love, I'll See You in My Dreams. 
It Had to Be You, and one par- 
ticular well-known bizarre tune 
called You're In the Army Now- 
All of the above tunes, except 
the Army song, have been as- 
sembled in an album by RCA 
named "Hugo Winterhalter Plays 
Isham Jones." Isham couldn't 
do  better  himself. 
Now hear this Capitol disc I'm 
gonna spin. It's probably an old 
one on your record shelf, but pull 
it out fellas cause that Christy 
craze is coming back. I'm talk- 
ing about June Christy's pressing 
of Willow Weep For Me. On re- 
verse is Stan Kenton and Fantasy, 
which is just that. It features a 
well-known bunch of old Kenton 
men, Eddie Safranski on bass, 
Vido Musso on tenor, and Boots 
Mussulli   on  Alto. 
The Lennie Tristano Sextette is 
out with some good listening with 
Wow on one side and Crosscur- 
rent on the other. Lee Konitz 
plays Alto on the pair and he's 
good, in fact, wow! 
The next sound that you will 
hear will be the drums of Gene 
Krupa on Lemon Drop. The 
other side might be more familiar 
to you, Simalu, but the Drop side 
is the best. Has Gene ever fail- 
ed us? 
The one twirling now is George 
Shearing again. The best on this 
is the Continental backed by 
Nothing But D. Best. The lat- 
ter starts with a Latin Ameri- 
can twist, but ends in that North 
American style. 
This is a dedication to a girl 
by the same name: Sweet Lorraine 
played by the Metronome All 
Stars and vocaled by Frank Si- 
natra. Frankie's voice is very 
different in this old tune. It is 
somewhat softer and more sooth- 
ing. The flipover is Nat Meets 
June and is a vocal duet by 
"King" Cole and June Christy. 
June sings like someone else, 
but Nat is natural. The same 
group of instramentalists. 
Benny Goodman is getting his 
clarinet out' of mothballs and 
making some new records now- 
adays. None are out yet, but 
we'll use some of his old music 
far an example. There's A Small 
Hotel is a very good natural for 
Bennie's clarinet. He does it 
with the Goodman Quartet, and 
even works in a few bop breaks. 
The reverse is a not too effective 
Blue Lou. 
On July 7 "Fats" Navarro.died. 
He. was a great trumpeter- and 
had engraved his name and music 
on many records for us. "Fats" 
had everything a trumpeter could 
ask for: tone, ideas, execution, 
and reading ability. Hear hi* 
disc of Fat Girl or Tell Me Pretty 
Baby and see for yourself if it 
isn't some great bop that you're 
hearing. 
Before I spin this last disc I've 
gotta know whether or not you 
like Erroll Garner and his piano. 
If ypu do then listen to him on 
All of Me and I Don't Stand A 
Ghost Of A Chance on a Savoy 
platter. These are two fine mel- 
odies by a fine pianist with a 
different style. 
,^ - 
"JUST GIVE HER A UTTLE SWING MUSIC 
AND SHE'LL CHURN THE MILK FOR YOU1" 
Southern Pen Shop 
Fountain Pen Repairs 
122 N. Main Street 
Greenville, S. C. 
* T^irrnnrTr's itrrr*rvvrrw^-nrryin-rt'tYl 
Specializing  in 
HOT DOGS 
AND  HAMBURGERS 
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
Clemson   men   are   always 
welcome at 
Davenport's 





207 N. Main St. 
Greenville. 
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME 
—at— 
MAY FA I R   GRILL 
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant 
Patronize 
SAM'S LUNCH 
Greenville, S. C. 
Clemson Students Always Welcome 
The  Only  Store in  Greenville   Created 
Especially For Students 
DRAKE'S STUDENT SHOP 
Next to Center Theater 
TOASTEE RESTAURANT 
"Fine Foods" 
226 N. Main St. Greenville, S. C. 
Otis Kempson,  End Dreher Gaskins, End 
JARMAN SHOE DEPT. 
—Located in— 
QUALITY MEN'S SHOP 
5 South Main Street 
BLACK SHORTIE BOOTS—MILITARY STYLE 
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Clemson P lays Wolf pack Saturday Night 
Predictors Pick Scores 
By Doc Baker and Harold Owen 
We improved our average by no less than nine points, 
picking 33 winners out of 4S games. We are now smiling at 
a .759 percentage 
We not only upped the average, but we correctly picked 
two of the biggest upsets of the week—Clemson over Mis- 
souri and SMU over Ohio State. All this luck, rather skill, 
leads us to try something very novel, which only "Scoop" 
Latimer should try. We have decided to take some' of the 
major games in the area, as well as the nation, and predict 
the score with the winner. We'll begin in our own back 
vard. 
Slate Comes To Memorial Stadium As 
Bengals Try For Third Straight Win 
When N. C. State's Wolfpack invades Memorial Sta- 
dium Saturday night, Clemson will be seeking their third 
straight win of the 1950 football season. Coach Frank How- 
ard is not taking this game too lightly either, for the Wolf- 
pack gave North Carolina a tough game two weeks ago, mak- 
ing the Tar Heels fight hard for a 13-7 victory. This will 
mark the twenty-seventh meeting between the two teams, 
and Clemson will be out for their eighteenth triumph. The 
Bengals hav'e been beaten seven times by State, while one 
game ended in a tie 
CLEMSON OVER N. C STATE 
—There's nothing but rejoicing in 
Tigertown over last weeks 
triumph at the hands of Missou- 
ri. Our guess is that they'll beat 
N. C. State by a score of 27-0. 
South Carolina over Furman— 
Those Gamecocks have the best 
team they've had in years. After 
considering the rivalry between 
the two schools we pick Carolina 
to come out on the better end by 
a Sl-6 score. 
Presbyterian to beat Davidson 
by a score of 20-13. After all, 
these. Blue Stockings aren't hav- 
ing such a bad year. They've up- 
set the "poop" sheets more than 
once. 
"Washington and Lee over The 
Citadel—Looks like another scold- 
ing is in store for the Bulldogs. 
Our prediction—the Generals to 
win by a 40-6 score. 
North Carolina over Georgia— 
The Bulldogs will be o u t to 
avenge a tie by St. Mary's from 
last week. However, the Tar- 
heels almost shocked the sports 
world at South Bend. The crystal 
ball says it'll be North Carolina, 
21-13. 
Duke over Tennessee — Where 
was the general last week? ( He 
took a few to the rear . . . marches 
at the hands of Mississippi State. 
If history repeats itself, the Vols 
will give the Blue Devils a rough 
time. Nevertheless, we see Duke 
in a 14-7 win. 
Notre Dame over 'Purdue—The 
pigskin tyrant may be tottering, 
but it hasn't fallen yet. After last 
week's scare, Frank Leahy is 
probably emphasizing work, work 
and more work. We pick the 
Irish to win 28-12. 
SMU over Missouri —Those 
Mustangs really pulled a hot one 
against Ohio State. Since we 
can't compare SMU and Clemson 
in an unbiased manner, it's quite 
apparent that the score won't be 
as one-sided. The rabbit's foot 
wiggles 27 times for SMU, 7 times 
for Missouri* 
Penn State over Army—UPSET 
OF THE WEEK—This probably 
sounds as preposterous as last 
week when we picked the Tigers 
over Missouri. We're going into 
a seance where we can see Penn 
State 21—Army  20. 
Michigan State over Maryland 
—The Spartans had their share 
of the upset cake last week . . . 
Ask anyone at Michigan. Mary- 
land has been somewhat disap- 
pointing thus far in the season. If 
the system works, Michigan State 
34, Maryland 20. 
California over Pennsylvania— 
We went to see a soothsayer on 
this one. The results sho'w Cali- 
fornia winning by a 28-13 score. 
Eice over LSU—Jess Neely ap- 
pears to be headed for another 
winning year. We predict the 
Owls to emerge victorious to the 
tune of 26-13. 
Alabama over Vanderbilt—The 
Tide cut down the Wave last 
week; we don't see enough op- 
position to throttle it this week. 
Our final conclusion is that Ala- 
bama will come through on the 
better end of a 27-13 score. 
UCLA over Washington — The 
Bruins to take a 26-21 victory 
from the Huskies. 
Georgia Tech over Florida— 
After two rough starts, we think 
Tech will win one; picking the 
score as 20-6. 
The above fifteen games is 
our selection for the cream of 
the crop in the football dairy. 
Here's hoping we can subdue the 
criticisms and ridiculing that will 
come. Picking the winners for 
the remaining games, we find: 
TCU over Arkansas, Mississippi 
State over Baylor, Boston Col- 
lege over Mississippi, Boston Uni- 
versity over Duquesne, Holy 
Cross over Brown, Bucknell over 
Lehigh, Kansas over Colorado, 
Harvard over Columbia, Cornell 
over Syracuse, Michigan over 
Dartmouth, Kentucky over Day- 
ton, College of the Pacific over 
Denver, Yale over Fordham, 
Georgetown over Tulsa, George 
Washington over West Virginia, 
Illinois over Wisconsin, Iowa ov- 
er Indiana, Miami over Xavier, 
Minnesota over Nebraska, Navy 
over Northwestern, Oklahoma A 
4: M over Drake, Oklahoma over 
Texas A & M, Montana over Ore- 
gon, Princeton over Rutgers, 
VMI over Richmond, Stanford ov- 
er Oregon State, Texas over Tem- 
ple, Tulane over Louisiana Col- 
lege, Virginia over VPI, and 
Wake Forest over William and 
Mary. 
Come Down to Earth 
Jackie Calvert and Head Coach Frank Howard are shown above 
immediately after getting off the plane at the Anderson airport. 
The Tigers had just returned to Anderson from defeating the 
University of Missouri 34-0, an upset victory in which Jackie 
Calvert had played an  important part. 
Tigers Pin Hopes For Gridiron Glory 
On Educated Toe Of Charles Radcliff 
Charles Radcliff, Clemson's man with the educated toe, 
is very definitely a rarity among extra point specialists. While 
most point kickers have some peculiarity about kicking a 
goal such as plucking a blade of grass while leaving the field, 
Charles does not. He just boots the ball and hopes for the 
best. 
Clemson's line-up is expected 
to be the same as the one that 
handed Missouri a 34-0 defeat 
last week. Glenn Smith and 
Kempson will likely be at the 
two end positions on defense with 
Bob Hudson taking over the left 
end  duties  on  offense. 
Grigsby and Patton will prob- 
ably open at the tackle positions 
with Dick Gillespie and Jack 
Mooneyham getting in on much 
of the offense. At the offensive 
guards Manos, DiMucci, and Rod- 
gers will all see service, while 
■Barclay Crawford and Sterling 
Smith are expected to be on de- 
fensive duty. 
Jack Brunson and Joe Bryant, 
both of whom played well against 
Missouri, will be the offensive 
centers, while Don Wade may 
get the nod on defense. 
The starting backfield will un- 
doubtedly remain the same with 
tine possible exception. At the 
blocking back position, Wyndie 
Wyndham who is feeling the ef- 
fects of last week's Missouri 
game, may not be able to see any 
action. If he is unable to play, 
Dick Hendley will get the nod. 
Otherwise the backfield will re- 
main the same with Cone at 
fullback, Calvert at his regular 
tailback slot and Mathews on 
the wing. Billy Hair, who hasn't 
yet recovered from a leg injury 
received before the P. C. game, 
is not counted upon too heavily 
as the head Tiger mentor wants 
his sophomore star to be ready 
to  go  against  Carolina. 
For the Wolfpack of State Col- 
lege, it will be Ed Mooney run- 
ning from the tailback position 
and pacing the Tar Heel's attack. 
Mooney, who hails from Draper, 
N. C, is ranked thirteenth in the 
nation in passing offense, com- 
pleting 47.6% of his aerials for 
329 yards and one touchdown. 
On the receiving end of many 
of Mooney's passes is expected to 
be Tony Romanowsky, senior end 
from Girard, Ohio. Bolstering a 
line weakened by graduation will 
be Elmer Costa, a .225-pound 
tackle who hails from Patterson, 
N. J. 
The lineup: 
In all his years spent at kick- 
ing extra points for Maury High 
school in Norfolk, Va„ later for 
the Tiger frosh, and now for the 
varsity he has never seen the ball 
go through the uprights. 
Charles was a member of the 
wrestling and the track teams as 
well   as   playing   first   string   for 
his high school football team. He 
received honorable mention on 
the all-state team. 
The little guard and his brother 
Billy who plays in the Tiger 
backfield came to Clemson be- 
cause they liked the coaching 
staff and also because they lived 
(Continued on Page 6) 











£'B~ O'Rourke Cone 
Tiger Cubs Show 
Promise In 36-0 
Win Over Citadel 
Clemson's Baby Bengals ex- 
ploded all over the field to route 
the Citadel BuUpups- Saturday 
night displaying an array of 
sparkling backs. The game was 
featured by the long runs of 
Robert Paredes from McKees- 
port, Penn., James Wells and 
Jim Brigman from Columbia, 
along with .some fine quarter- 
backing on the part of Eugene 
Moxley of Dublin. Also the Baby 
Tigs' put forth a stout forward 
wall with the two Gressette 
boys from St. Mathews, D. K. 
Page of Mullins, also McAlister. 
Carnes, Basilone, and Wyatt. 
Citadel won the toss and elect- 
ed to' receive. After one play 
Beaufort Blanton carried 9 yards 
for a first down, but the Citadel 
offense stalled and they punted 
to the Clemson 20. Clemson could 
gain nothing and punted to the 
Citadel 40. 
Neither could The Citadel dent 
the strong forward wall of the 
Tigers and punted right back to 
the 20. On the second play from 
scrimmage Brigman put on a 
thrilling piece of broken-field 
running and carried to The Cita- 
del six yard line where on the 
next play he broke over tackle 
to score. The conversion failed 
and the score remained 6-0.        , 
Citadel took the kickoff on 
their 18 and began to show a 
little life. Walker took a pass 
from Williams the quarterback 
for 30 yards for a first on the 
midfield stripe. Williams again 
taking to the air shot a bullet 
pass to Parsons for another first 
down. 
Mathews, (one Gain 
Scoring Leadership 
With 24 Points Each 
The Tigers' touchdown duo, 
"Furious" Fred Cone and "Ra- 
gin'" Ray Mathews are current- 
ly battling it out for the indivi- 
dual football leadership in the 
Southern Conference with 24 
points apiece. 
Cone bulled his way for two 
tallies in the Missouri game to 
catch Mathews who accounted 
for one TD in that contest to go 
with three he made against Pres- 
byterian. 
Furman's Ed Jasonek has 18 
points to his credit to place him 
in a third place tie with Joe 
Stump of Virginia Military. 
Mathews and Cone are also in 
a three-way tie for first place in 
the  state    race.    Bob    Neal of 
Erskine though he failed to score 
in Erskine's last  game still had 
enough  points  to  hold  on  to  a 
fie. 
Clemson's Jackie Calvert and 
Charles Radcliff also bolted into 
the top ten scores of the state 
with 12 and 11 points respective- 
ly. Radcliff's counters have come 
solely by kicking 11 extra points 
in 12 attempts. 
Eugene Moxley, freshman quarterback, is shown above as he heads downfield on one of his seve- 
ral Ions: runs in last, Saturday's frosh game with the Citadel BuUpups. The Cubs scored a smashing 
36-0 win over the boys from Charleston. 
Still traveling via the air 
route Williams passed to Par- 
sons again, this time going to 
the Clemson 28. Their offense 
bogged down as the Tigers 
stiffened on pass defense, and 
Clemson took over on their 
own 24. 
On the first play of the second 
quarter Wells picked up ten on 
an off tackle slant to the 30. 
Moxley ploughed for 7 and 
Gressette, the third of the Gress- 
ette trio from St. Mathews, made 
it a first on the 45. Wells and 
Moxley comined to pick up an- 
other first down to The Citadel 
43. Wells running again neatly 
sneaked off tackle for another 
first and ten to the 32, but a 15 
yard penalty temporarily set the 
Tigers back. Moxley passed to 
Pettus for 20, but not enough for 
a first down, and The Citadel took 
over on its own 35. 
The BuUpups made a first 
after three running plays, but 
were forced to punt on the fol- 
lowing series of plays which 
gained nothing. Clemson took 
the punt on their own 36, and 
on the first play from scrim- 
mage Gressette took a pitchout 
around end for 10 and a ftrst 
down. Then on one of the best 
executed plays of the day 
Wells took a pass from Pare- 
(Continued on Page 6) 
ENJOY GOOD FOOD 
AT REASONABLE 
PRICES 
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE 
Next to Book Store 
THEM ALL! 
PHILIP MORRIS challenges 
any other leading brand ^^ ** 
to suggest this test   " 
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF 
SMOKERS, who tried this test, 
report in signed statements that 
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY 
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER! 
1. . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS 
Just take a puff—DON'T INHALE—and 
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through 
your nose. Easy, isn't it? And NOW... 
JL... Light up your present brand 
Do exactly the same thing—DON'T 
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting? 
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS! 
Other brands merely make claims—but PHILIP MORRIS invites you 
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself. 
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . . 
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette! 
NO CIGARETTE 
HANGOVER 
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE! 
MILI 
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Clemson's Flying Tigers Upset Favored Missouri 
«=> ».-.•_ 
By Charles 'Meiburg 
TIGERS HIGH IN NATION IN OFFENSE 
Figures released today by the National Collegiate Ath- 
letic Bureau, division of Official College statistics, showed 
Clemson's powerful Tigers high among the nation's top of- 
fensive teams. Clemson's big three in the backfield, Cone, 
Mathews, and Calvert, also were high among the country's 
top rushing and offensive stars. 
As a team, the Bengals are in second place in total 
offense. Only Princeton is ahead of the Tigers who have 
amassed a total of 1056 yards in 148 rushes. This gives 
Clemson the second best average of any team in the 
country, 528 yards. On 118 rushing plays the Country 
Gentlemen have gained 856 yards for an average of 428 
yards per game. This, too, was good for second place in 
the nation. 
After a brilliant exhibition of offensive ability against 
Missouri last Saturday, Jackie Calvert moved into fifth 
place in individual total offense. Jackie, in 40 plays, has ac- 
counted for 395 yards of Clemson's total. Right ahead of Cal- 
vert is Duke's Billy Cox who has only 46 more yards gained 
than Jackie, but has participated in 51 more plays. Ray 
Mathews, the Tiger's steady wingback, has picked up 340 
yards while handling the ball 47 times. 
In the rushing department, Jackie Calvert also rates 
fifth place, picking up 284 yards in 27 rushes. Fred Cone, 
Clemson's Ail-American candidate who does no passing, 
has accounted for 254 yards in 43 tries at the line. Math- 
ews is right behind Cone's ninth place position with 
251 yards gained in 32 attempts. 
BENGALS SURVIVE MISSOURI TEST 
Clemson's powerful Tigers survived their first major 
test of the 1950 football season by walloping a highly favored 
Missouri eleven 34-0. The Southern Bengals were playing 
at a peak performance which enabled them to pull the ma- 
jor upset of the week throughout the nation. 
Jackie Calvert was easily the outstanding player 
of either team as he ran and passed the Tigers to a hard 
fought, but rightfully won victory. Fred Cone gained 
the honor of outstanding fullback in the country for his 
contributions to the win, as he tallied two more touch- 
downs, one on a fifty yard run. Ray Mathews also con- 
tributed to the upset as time after time he pulled Clem- 
son out of tight spots with his tricky running and accu- 
rate passing. 
The surprising feature of the game, however, was the 
sudden invincible defense the Bengals from Carolina threw 
up at the Mid-Westerners. Fred "Knobby" Knoebel and Gil 
Rushton led the pass defense, while Wyndie Wyndham con- 
tributed to the halting of Missouri's ground attack. 
TIGERS FACE TOUGH TEST IN STATE 
While the Bengal Tigers are fresh from a 34-0 white- 
washing of the University of Missouri out in Columbia, 
Clemson's gridiron may be determined Saturday night 
when N. C. State comes to Memorial Stadium for the 
twenty-seventh renewal of me long series. In recent 
years, the emphasis has been upon defense, for in the 
last two games, Clemson has managed to tally thirteen 
points, while the Wolfpack has counted six points. This 
would make an average of four and one-fourth points 
per game per team. That is mighty little scoring con- 
sidering some of the scores in recent years. 
While many observers are picking the Tigers by several 
touchdowns, the Clemson Bengals will have to play "heads- 
up" football if they are to keep their unblemished record. 
The Wolfpack was "up" for their game with the Tar Heels 
of North Carolina and gave Snavely's charges a rough tussle 
before bowing out 7-13. Last week State was "down" and 
was almost defeated by a fired-up Catawba eleven. This com- 
ing Saturday, the Wolfpack is due to be "up", and Clemson 
should not take this game too lightly, for this could easily 
spell the difference between a mediocre and a great season 
for the purple and orange. 
CONGRATULATIONS!! STETSON!! 
It seems to me that congratulations are in order to Stet- 
son University for. proving to Wofford that it would take a 
team the^alibre of Notre Dame to defeat the Black and Gold. 
Stetson broke Wofford's win streak by beating them 26-23. 
BOBBY GAGE STARS FOR STEELERS 
Former Bengal star Bobby "Schoolboy" Gage,    is 
once again leading the Pittsburgh Steelers in their grid- 
iron conquests.    After losing their first two starts, the 
Steelers last Saturday  took the measure of Washing- 
ton's Redskins 26-7.    Following a Pittsburgh field goal, 
Gage led the Steeler ground attack by scoring their first 
touchdown which provided the margin of victory. 
In several pre-seaaon exhibition games, Gage, who was 
nicknamed "Papa" by his teammates, got off for long runs 
consistently.    Included in his long sprints were scoring runs 
of 80, 70 ,and 60 yards as the former Anderson High star 
showed the reason many observers of the pro game consider 
Bobby the best broken field runner in the game today. 
ATTENTION!! JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES!! 
Juniors who do not want to lose their priority are 
urged to go by the Field House before October 10 and 
pick up their reserved tickets for the Carolina game. 
Date tickets may be purchased at the same time so that 
a cadet and his date may sit together. Sophomores will 
receive their ducats from October 10 to 12. 
Since the Athletic Association has done so much to help 
get reserved seats for Clemson students, we should show our 
appreciation to them by co-operating fully with this plan. 
Calvert, (one, Mathews Lead Offense; 
Rushton And Knoebel Defensive Stars 
Off to a quick start, Clemson's dynamic gridiron machine 
rolled over a highly favored Missouri eleven 34-0. The Tig- 
ers grabbed the lead in the very first minute of play, and 
went on to not only defeat the Missouri Bengals but to shut 
the mout for the first time since 1946 when S. M. U. turned 
the trick. Jackie Calvert, candidate for sectional honors this 
year, led the Clemson attack as he put on the best passing and 
running performance of his college career. 
Fred   Cone   and   Ray   Mathews   THIRD  QUARTER—CONE 
SCORES   "TWICE 
Missouri returned Cone's third 
quarter kick-off to their twenty- 
four. The men of Don Faurot ad- 
vanced to their own forty-five 
before Clemson's hard tackling 
and excellent defense halted the 
attack. A fourth down run fail- 
ed to make the necessary yard- 
age, and the Carolina Bengals 
took over at  that point. 
A fifteen yard penalty set Clem- 
son back to their forty-two. Then 
Jackie Calvert swept right end 
for thirty-three yards and a first 
down on the Missouri twenty- 
five. Mathews broke around the 
left side of the line for another 
first down as the Mid-Western- 
ers seemed baffled at the preci- 
(Continued on Page 6) 
This Year's Cheerleaders 
also had a hand in the victory 
which got the Tigers past one of 
their toughest tests of the sea- 
son. Although halted for part of 
the afternoon, Cone piled over 
for one score from the one yard 
line and broke away for a second 
touchdown from fifty yards out. 
Mathews continually ran for val- 
uable yardage when it was need- 
ed. The boy from McKeesport, 
Pa., also was on the receiving 
end of several passes adding to 
his  overall  yardage^gained. 
Leading the unexpectedly 
strong defense of the Carolina 
Tigers were Gil Rushton and 
"Knobby" Knoebel. These two 
were largely responsible for the 
poor showing of Missouri's pass- 
ing attacks as the Mid-Western- 
ers could connect oh only seven 
aerials in 27 attempts for fifty 
yards. On the ground Wyndie 
Wyndham and Don Wade were 
the mainstays backing up the 
Tiger forward wall while- up front 
Sterling Smith, Barclay Craw- 
ford, Bob Patton, and Billy Grigs- 
by did much of the tackling. 
CALVERT RACES 
The Country Gentlemen over- 
powered the Missourians five 
captains to two and won the toss, 
electing to receive. Mathews re- 
turned the luck-off back to the 
nineteen where the Clemson 
Bengals put the ball in play. 
Then, like a bolt of Ughtning, 
Jackie Calvert burst through right 
tackle and sped eighty-one yards 
to give Clemson a lead with the 
game not a minute old. Radcliff 
converted and the Howardmen 
had their margin of victory, 7-0. 
Ghnouly was brought down 
by Rushton after returning; 
Cone's kick-off from the goal 
to the Missouri eighteen. The 
Mid-Western Tigers advanced 
for a first down to their own 
thirty-four, but Clemson forced 
a punt. Calvert returned Klein's 
boot ten yards to the Clemson 
twenty-three. Unable to gain, 
Cone punted to Ghnouly who 
returned to the Missouri forty- 
five. With Glorioso, Klein 
overshot his mark and the 
Country Gentlemen once again 
forced a punt. 
Taking over on their twenty 
when Klain's kick went over the 
goal. The Carolina Bengals be- 
gan to roll. Calvert gained five 
off left tackle. Clemson was pen- 
alized five yards for taking too 
much time, but Calvert's long 
pass to Hendley was complete, and 
Clemson was moving toward the 
Missouri goal. Cone got five 
yards in two tries and punted out 
of bounds on the Missouri eight 
after a third down pass failed. 
Working from a punt-T forma- 
tion, the Mid-Westerners gained a 
first down and were headed for 
another when a penalty stopped 
them. Henley quick-kicked to the 
Clemson twenty-three where the 
Howardmen took over. 
Cone made five at right tackle. 
Mathews then raced twenty yards 
for a first down on Missouri's 
forty-eight. Cone again in the 
middle was stopped after a two 
yard pickup. Calvert hit Glenn 
Smith with a pass good for thir- 
tene yards and another first down 
on the home team's thirty-three. 
Mathews wide around left end 
made three, and Calvert also to 
the left picked up six more yards. 
Cone plunged for the first down 
on the Missouri twenty as the 
first quarter ended. 
CALVERT PASSES TO SMITH 
Several plays later, the Bengals 
added another touchdown to their 
lead as Jackie Calvert hit Glenn 
Smith in the end zone, and 
Clemson led 14-0 after Radcliff's 
conversion. 
Missouri  regained  the offen- 
sive on her own forty-two after 
the   kick-off,   and   immediately 
began  to  march.    Glorioso   went 
through  right  tackle  for  three 
yards.    Glorioso   again   carried 
the all, this time for eight yards 
and  a  first  down  on  the   Clem- 
son forty-seven. 
Wyndham     knocked     Glorioso 
out of bounds after he had pick- 
ed up another eight yards. After 
a long pass was broken up on the 
ten yard line, Carter picked up a 
first down around right end, and 
Missouri held the ball thirty four 
yards  from    the    Clemson   goal. 
Glorioso passed  twice, both  fall- 
ing incomplete.    Henley's  screen 
pass  to  Glorioso  failed  to  gain, 
and  a fourth    down    aerial was 
broken up by the alert Clemson 
defense in the end zone. 
The Bengals regained posses- 
sion of the ball on their own 
thirty-four, but Cone fumbled as 
the half  ended. 
Slate, Conference 
Lead Held By Tigs 
The Clemson Tigers increased 
their lead against other state 
teams as they scored their second 
straight win without a loss. Ers- 
kine and P. C. went into a second 
place tie when both teams won 
last week's games over East Ten- 
nessee and Western Carolina 
Teachers respectively. Wofford 
and Carolina are now deadlocked 
for the third place position in 
state standings. 
Now for a look at the Southern 
Conference ratings. Washington 
and Lee still leads the Southern 
Conference teams in league games 
played with two victories to their 
record without a loss. There is a 
four-way tie for the second place 
position between Duke, Wake 
Forest, North Carolina, and 
George Washington. 
Including all games played in 
the^ Southern Conference, Clem- 
son is in a three-way tie with 
Washington and Lee and Duke for 
first place. 
Out of the seventeen teams in 
the Southern Conference, Clem- 
son i sthe only one yet to be 
scored on. 
The Tigers will meet their first 
Southern Conference team this 
week-end when they play N. C. 
State here at Clemson's Memorial 
Stadium. 
WLTPteOp WLTPtsOp 
W & L 2 0 53 13 2 0 0 53 13 
Duke 1 0 0 14 0 
W. For. 1 0 0 43 0 
N. Car.   1 0 0 13    7 
These seven pepsters will lead the college cheers for this year. Reading from left to right, they 
are: Wiley Fabian, of Charleston, Peter Ward, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Dave Moorhead, of Pen- 
dleton, Ted Cochran, of Greenville, Grady Daniel, of North Augusta, Gabby Haynes, of Charles- 
ten,- arfd Spade Yeager, of Columbia. 
Associated Press Survey 
Ranks Tigers 18 in Nation 
Tig Swimmers Begin; 
Team Needs Divers 
And Free-Style Men 
Coach C. M. McHugh issued his 
first call for Clemson tankmen a1 
a meeting of the swimming team 
Monday night. During the short 
session, Mr. McHugh mentionec 
the team's success last year and 
exhibited his desire for a win- 
ning team again this year. 
Also, emphasis was placed on 
the need for some divers, as this 
position was virtually left blank 
after graduation. Then, too, there 
are several openings for dash* 
;nen, breast strokes and ba<* 
: strokers. 
The     swimming    mentor   said 
; that  there  were many    students 
i here  at Clemson who could    de- 
velop  into  top  notch  performers 
if they would only come down to 
the pool and work. 
Newcomers and freshmen are 
asked to contact Mr. McHugh in 
the Engineering building if they 
are interested in the swimming 
team. With the opening meet 
against Davidson coming up 
shortly after Christmas, it is nec- 
essary to begin preparations be- 
fore too much time passes. 
G Wash 1 0 0 15 12 
VMI 1 1 0 37 34 
Furman 1 1 0 38 47 
Clem. 0 0 0 0 0 
Maryl. 0 0 0 
Cit. 0 0 0 
Va Tech 0 0 0 
NCSt. 0 1 0 
S. Car. 0 1 0 
W.Mary 0 1 0 
W. Va. 0 1 0 
Richm. 0 10 









0 20 32 
2 0 0 42 14 
1 0 1 50 7 
1 1 0 20 21 
1 1 0 15 31 
1 1 0 37 34 
1 2 0 50 60 
2 0 0 89 0 
1 1 0 42 48 
0 59 28 
0 21 61 
1 1 0 14 19 
110 7 14 
1 1 0 39 39 
1 1 0 45 39 
1 1 0 20 49 
0 1 0 20 32 
1 2 
0 1 Simpson Photo 
Service 
Greenville, S. C. 
Arrow Sports Shirts 
For all-round campus wear . . . best choice 
is an Arrow. They're made to fit comfortably 
and to give you long rugged wear. Corduroys, 
gabardines, colorful checks and plaids . . . 
all washable M5ee your Arrow dealer. 
*3.95 to »10 
AJxKfJW SHIRTS & TIES 
UNDERTEAR  •   HANDKERCHIEFS   •  SPORTS SHIRTS 
16. Cornell 167 
17. Iowa (2) 136 ' 
18. Clemson   (3)   110 
19. Michigan 95 
20. Pennsylvania  67 
Clemson's flying Tigers are receiving nation-wide rec- 
ognition after their stunning defeat of Missouri last tweek. 
Previous surveys had the Bengals rated as a rebuilding team, 
picked by many to have a mediocre season. > Now, the sit- 
uation is reversing. Cone, the pile-driying fullback from 
Alabama, strengthened his bid for All-American honors by 
breaking through for fifty yards and a touchdown. Wynd- 
ham, a blocking back, also served notice that he was very 
capable. 
However,    it   is - the    entire 
Clemson   team    and     coaching 
staff  that  returned  from    Co- 
lumbia, Missouri, with  the ba- 
con.   They are slowly but sure- 
ly   receiving     the     recognition 
they are earning.    This is evi- 
denced by an Associated Press 
release   which   has   the   Tigers 
eighteenth   in  the nation. 
Points were tabulated on a 10- 
9-8-7-6, etc. basis with ten points 
for   a  no.   1   vote.    Clemson  re- 
ceived three  of these ten-point- 
ers. 
The Top    Twenty    (number in 
brackets  is   first  place  votes). 
1. Notre Dame (63) 1,500 
2. Michigan State (32)  1,298 
3. Sou. Methodist (28) 1,296 
4. Army (29)  1,290 
5. Oklahoma (17)  1,025 
6. Kentucky  (5)  539 
7. Texas (2) 502 
8. Stanford  (3)  464 
9. California (?) 442 
10. Washington 211 
11. North arolina  (1)  187 
12. Alabama (2)  177 
13. ULCA 176 
14. Duke 175 
15. Illinois  (1)  170 
HEYWARD MAHON  CO. 
Greenville 
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR 
YOUNG MEN 
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville 
Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests 
Number 2...THE BLOW FISH 
5**!WSS 
^^J   , 
tr Shucks-I blew in when I 'should''ve blown out! » 
Xity the poor Piscis! He's been making all those 
trick cigarette tests you've been reading about! He's taken one puff of this 
brand — one sniff of that. A quick inhale of cigarette "A" — a fast exhale' 
of cigarette "B" — and he's still confused! Seriously, isn't the sensible way to 
test a cigarette to smoke pack after pack, day after day? 
That's the test Camel asks you to make — 
the 30-Day Mildness Test. Smoke Camels — and 
only Camels — regularly for 30 days. Your "T-Zone" 
(T for Throat and T for Taste)— is the real proving 
ground for any cigarette. After you've tried Camels 
as your regular smoke, you'll know why... 
More People Smoke Camels 
than any other cigarette! 
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that the orchids this week go 
:o the"whole damn team" for 
turning an expected defeat into 
a glorious triumph. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that all the bees are buzzing 
around Reagan Rowe's pre-fab. 
How about it, Doug? 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that   he(Rowe   really   had   the 
quard roster  messed up. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that he (Oscar) wonders who 
nominated Luke (The Voice of 
Little   Theatre)    .Xangley       for 
Senior Council. How corrupt can 
you get? 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that there was little chance of 
shady politics in the chapel Tues- 
day night. "Abbie" McLaurin 
even had a wire recorder regis- 
tering  the  proceedings. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that   the     crowd    was     small 
enough to sit on  the stage. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
Jack    (Playboy)   Patton's     latest 
car. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that he (Oscar) wonders who 
rustled "Cowboy" Smoak's girl 
at Anderson last week. You 
better start pulling some night 
rides there, Sunset! 
-CSCAR  SAYS- 
that he (Oscar) hopes Tom 
(The Lover) Worth is satisfied 
that the light of his life will be 
home Friday. How about it, 
"Worthless"? 
Tiger Cubs 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that Colonel" McMahon still 
can't get a woman to date him 
more than once. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) sees that 
Maxie (I'll be elected yet) Burch 
.isgoing  to  try   again. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that Henry Chaplin can't even 
head his platoon around ceme- 
tary hill without getting them 
lost. 
that   there   is   only   one   more 
shopping  day  before Rat  Hop. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that he (Oscar) wonders who 
this fellow Billy Byrne is, and 
what he has to offer. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that    "Moose"    Sweatman    has 
been seen entering the dietici- 
an's office quite often. Couldn't 
be because of "God's gift to 
Clemson from Westminster," 
could  it,   Milton? 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that   he   (Oscar)   would   like 
to know who has missed seeing 
-OSCAR  SAY3- 
that he (Oscar) beleives. that 
Henry must have had his 
thermos with him. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that his (Oscar's) warnings 
must have done some good. He 
(Oscar) hears that Cribb and 
Gandy  have  straightened  up. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
thatA. H. (I pulled a Truman 
on the troops) McLaurin thinks 
he is going to rules this school 
with  an iron fist. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that  he     (Oscar)   thinks    dif- 
ferently. 
Y. M. C. A. Has Varied And Valuable 
Services; Students Urged Use Them 
Dear  Tom, 
When I was a rat I was treat- 
ed as a rat, but now that I'm a 
senior I'm still treated as a rat. 
Yep, that's the way most of us 
fourth year men feel these days. 
There are many and sordid 
reasons for this unpleasant state 
of affairs, but I have one gripe 
in particular that I think you 
ought to know about. It's the 
allotment of date tickets to "Big 
Thursday." 
Now, Tom, I don't feel that I'm 
and better than the rest of the 
student body; it seems I'm just 
unluckier than some. Monday, 
senior date tickets went on sale 
and did they sell! It was three 
o'clock before I could get to the 
field house, due to classes, quiz- 
zes, and the uncutable E. E. Lab. 
By this time all the tickets 
were sold. I tried to look pa- 
thetic but was met with .a cold 
"No" when; I asked to be allow- 
ed to leave my money in case 
only two hundred and forty-nine 
juniors wanted date tickets. The 
only chance I was given was to 
join the mad rush after the fresh- 
man sale, and, knowing my luck 
much previous experience, I don't 
have a chance. 
Tom,  there  are  forty  thousand 
seats    in    that    stadium, half of 
; which belongs    to    Clemson, and 
I everybody's  uncle  will  be  there. 
I I hate to write    this,    Tom, but 
I gosh,   how   I   hate   to   write   my 
; date, especially after all I've told 
I her of my great importance as a 
1 Clemson  senior.    To  make  mat- 
ters  worse,  we  were   to  double- 
date with a Wofford junior, and 
a  close  friend of  my  date.  This 
Wofford junior has box seats on 
the fifty yard line, Clemson side. 
Ironic,   eh? 
Well, you give me one conso- 
lation, Tom. If I have to scrape 
up enough money to buy a ticket 
While most Clemson students 
realize the existence of the 
YMCA, most of them think little 
sbout its valuable and varied ser- 
vices to the student body. Mr. P. 
B. Holtzendorff, "Y" General 
Secretary, is anxious that all stu- 
dents know that the "Y" is avail- 
able and that its privileges be- 
long to each of them. 
The building is open at any 
time a student might wish to 
come in and relax, read, or en- 
joy its recreational facilities. The 
pool tables and ping-pong equip- 
ment are available at a very 
small charge, and many first-rate 
movies can be seen at a reduced 
price in either of the two thea- 
ters. 
Th« swimming pool in the 
basement is open from 10:00 a. 
m. to 8:00 p. m. for everyone's 
convenience, and an outstanding 
intra-mural sports program un- 
der the direction of Mr. Cooper 
and in cooperation with the Ath- 
letic Association is planned with 
the students in mind. Volley ball 
is in the air at this time and it 
will be followed by basketball, 
touchball, tennis, and other rec- 
reational activities enjoyed by 
the Clemson boys. 
The YMCA also serves in an 
important capacity by minister- 
ing to the spiritual needs of the 
student. Evening Watch and Fo- 
rum groups, which are now be- 
ing instituted in the barracks, 
are sponsored by the "Y" in co- 
operation with the student and 
religious leaders of the various 
campus churches. 
Vesper programs, available 
Sunday afternoon and immedi- 
ately after supper, feature groups 
from other colleges and guest 
speakers, many of whom are 
Clemson graduates. Interesting 
reels of news, travel, scientific, 
and religious topics are shown 
plus some of the world's finest 
choir music. The YMCA extends 
a special invitation to cadets to 
be present at these services. 
Association with "Y" work 
during college years can be a 
great addition to one's education 
and of no little value further 
along in life. Christian friend- 
ships made here will always 
stand a man in good stead. If 
at any time students find they 
need assistance with some prob- 
lem, they are cordially invited 
to pay a visit to Mr. Holtzendorff; 
Major S. M. Martin, Chairman of 
the advisory board; Dr. G. H. 
Aull, Vice-Chairman of this 
group; all members of the board 
and the members of the staff. 
These "Y" workers are glad" to 
give any help they can. 
The YMCA hopes that you 
will have a good year at Clemson 
and that succeeding years will be 
useful and inspiring as they pre- 
sent new challenges and oppor- 
tunities for work well done. 
Tigers Pin 
(Continued  from  Page  4) 
for 12 years in nearby Belton 
where they moved from their 
birthplace in Reading, Pa. 
Any movement to do away with 
the point after touchdown is defi- 
nitely against Charles' sentiments. 
He feels that fhe extra point is 
just as important as the touch- 
down  itself. 
The brown-haired, blue-eyed 
180-pounder is majoring in poul- 
try and is maintaining a B aver- 
age in all his courses. Unlike 
most football players, Charles is 
planning on following the pro- 
fession that he is studying in 
college. After he graduates Char- 
les hopes to find himself a "nice 
chicken farm" somewhere and 
settle down. 
At present he divides his time 
as near equally as he can among 
studying, playing football, build- 
ing model airplanes, and eating 
steaks. He says that the best 
feeling in his football career 
came last week when the Tigers 
beat Missouri 34-0. 
When Coach Howard picked 
Charles to take the place of 
Tommy Chandler, there's no 
doubt that the Head knew what 
he was doing as the specialist's 
record of 11 conversions in 13 at- 
tempts will bear out. When Char- 
les, now a sophomore, becomes a 
senior, he will probably find it 
hard to miss even if he tries. 
CLEMSON 
TH EATRE 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 6 - 7 




*    *    • 
LATE SHOW SATURDAY 
NIGHT 10:30 
Joan   Garfield   in 
'UNDER MY SKIN' 
• '• • " 
MONDAY - TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 9 - 10 




*   *   * 
WED. - THURS. 
OCTOBER 11 - 12 
Ballet Star Moira  Sherer in 
'THE RED SHOES' 
In Technicolor 
STEWART MERRITT CO. 
Two Stores for Your Convenience 
26 S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA 
Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands 
Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoes— 
Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear 
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR 
BAB'S DRIVE - IN 
New Easley Highway 
GREENVILLE, S.C. 
'Clemson Students Always Welcome' 
Agents for  Shaeffer Tailoring 
Co. made to measure clothes. 
Ligons Men's Wear 
16 W. Washington St. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
DR. WALTER C. SIMPSON 
OPTOMETRIST 
L. C. Martin Drug Store Bldg. 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
Hours Wednesday and Friday—2:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m. 
Martin Drug Store extends the courtesy of accepting 
appointments.    Phone 6661. 
(Continued from Page 4) 
des and put on a greatylaisdp 
des, and put on a great display 
of broken-field running as he 
out distanced the whole Citadel 
backfield to score, the play 
covering 54 yards. Extra point 
again missed. 
Citadel took the kickoff on its 
20 yard line. Beaufort Blanton, 
running magnificently covered 20 
yards on the first play from 
scrimage, and on the next play 
he again broke into the Tiger 
secondary for 40 yards, but 
fumbled -on the play as Clemson 
recovered on its own 9 yard 
line. On the fifrst play Clemson 
fumbled back with the Citadel 
recovering as the  half ended. 
Citadel kicked to the Clemson 
0 to start the second half, Pa- 
rades taking the kick picked up 
his interference and covered a 
total of 90 yeards for the longest 
run of the day as he sidestepped 
through the entire Citadel team. 
Again the extra point attempt 
failed. 
Citadel took the kickoff on its 
25, and was penalized 15 yeards 
from' where they elected to punt. 
Clemson ran the kick back to the 
Citadel's 40 where Moxely's 15 
yard run was mullified by a 
penalty, the ball now resting .on 
the 35. Roy Barker came into 
the game and immediately 
electrified the crowd as he "side- 
stepped his way through the 
entire Citadel defense for an- 
other score, the play covering 
35 yards. The extral point was 
missed again. The score now 
24-0. 
Citadel took the kickoff on 
their 30, failed to gain and punt- 
ed on fourth down to the 
Clemson 25 at the end of the 
third quarter. On the first play 
of the fourth quarter Massey 
picked up 10 to the 35, but on 
the next play Citadel intercepted 
a Tiger pass on the ' midfield 
stripe. 
Cauthen for the Citadel caught a 
pass for 12, but on the next play 
Tucker fumbled and Clemson 
recovered on their 35. 
Parades slipped off tackle for 
15 and a first, Maloney, a new- 
comer went all the way tothe 
Citadel's 20 on a nice run. Wells 
again showing his versatility tug- 
ged the pigskin all the way to 
the   3,   and   on   the   next   play 
Controlled Production 
Of Atomic Energy Is 
Practical, KingdGn 
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 2—The 
first controlled chain reaction 
producing atomic energy in the 
northeastern part of the United 
States was initiated near here 
two and a half years ago.   ( 
This was revealed today by Dr. 
Kenneth.. H. Kingdon, technical 
manager of the Knolls Atomic 
Power Laboratory, operated by 
the General Electric Company for 
the Atomic  Energy Commission. 
He said that the reaction was 
achieved at the Knolls Atomic 
Power Laboratory in a PPA, for 
"preliminary pile assembly", 
which has been in regular opera- 
tion since that time." PPA's, also 
called "zero, power" reactors be- 
cause they operate at very low 
power for safety in the laboratory, 
make pos-ible the quick . testing 
of mock-ups of different reactor 
designs. 
Such a reactor, or "pile," will 
not function unless a certain crit- 
ical amount of uranium 235 or 
other fissionable material is 
brought together, said Dr. King- 
don. The Knolls PPA Jirst at- 
tained this critical condition, 
and be^an to y'eld small amounts 
of power, en Airil 22, 1948, at 
4:20 p. m., EST, he said. Since 
then it has been brought to 
"criticality" some 2000 times.   . 
Dr. Kin-don explained that the 
PPA is primarily an experimen- 
tal tool, for test'ng those phases 
of reactor des:gn which are not 
directly connected with the gene- 
ration of large amounts of power. 
This has required that it be taken 
down and reassembled in eleven 
different combinations. 
Although a commercial atomic 
power plant might produce many 
thousands of ki'owatts, he ex- 
plained, this PPA has been op- 
erated at powers of only a few 
watts. This limitation of power 
was necessary in order to re- 
strict   the   radioactivity   of     the 
from one of the local "scalpers" 
I'll live for the day I can give 
IPTAY a horse laugh when (and 
if) I'm asked to join. I think I 
once heard someone from the 
Athletic Association moan the 
low percentage of Clemson grads 
who join IPTAY—Wonder why? 




Cleveland ploughed over. The 
conversion failed for the fifth 
stranght time, the score now 
30—0. 
Citadel received on their 20, 
Roberts took a pass to the 35, 
but after gaining nothing on the 
next four plays, Clemson took 
over on the midfield stripe. 
Clemson accomplished nothing, 
and was forced to punt. The 
Citadel could not gain and punt- 
ed. 
Clemson's entire bench was 
now playing. Strickland took the 
punt on his 45 yeard line agd 
went all' the way to the Citadel 
10 yard line behind excellent 
blocking. Parades passed beauti- 
fully to Chastain in the end zone. 
Again the conversion foiled and 
the score now read 36—0. The 
game ended one minutes later 
with   the   Citadel   throwing   des- 
CJemson's Flying 
(Continued  from   Page   5) 
sion and deception with which 
Clemson carried out their single 
wing attack. 
Mathews again carrying just 
failed to make it across the 
double stripes. However, on the 
next play, Fred Cone plunged 
pcross to make the score read 
Clemson 20, Missouri 0. The try 
for the conversion was good, but 
after a fifteen yard penalty 
against the Bengals from Clem- 
son, a second try failed. 
Following the next kick-off, 
GlCVi Smith recovered a Mis- 
souri fumble on the Mizzou thirty- 
eight. Unable to move, Cone 
tr.nted out of, bounds on the Mid- 
Westerner's   fifteen. 
The Bengals from Truman's 
home state moved all the way 
down into Clemson territory, be- 
fore the Tigers could halt the at- 
tack. Taking over on their forty- 
three, Clemson once again start- 
ed to move. Mathews got one, 
and Calvert 'added six. Cone 
then burst through the middle of 
the Missouri line and raced fifty- 
one yards to add six more points 
to Clemson's lead. Radcliff con- 
verted again and Clemson was 
out in front 27-0. 
Missouri once more marched 
up the field but was held at the 
Carolinians' forty-seven. Henley 
punted out of bounds on the Ti- 
ger   seven. 
After Clemson' was unable to 
gain, Cone punted with Missouri 
returning the boot to the Clem- 
son thirty-nine. One pass was 
good for a first down, but Calvert 
intercepted another aerial in the 
end zone and Clemson regained 
the offensive on their twenty. 
Mathews passed to Glenn Smith 
for a first down. However, Clem- 
son was halted, and Cone punted 
out of bounds on the Missouri 
thirty-five. Then the Mid-West- 
erners began another drive which 
'carried to the Southerner's seven- 
teen where Clemson took over on 
downs. 
Failing to gain, Cone dropped 
back to punt, but was rushed and 
tackled on Clemson's nineteen. 
Missouri took the ball on downs 
at that point. Once again the 
Missouri had a golden opportune 
ty to score. However, Clemson's 
defense stiffened, and the Caro- 
lina Bengals took over on their 
twenty when Gil Rushton inter- 
cepted a pass in the end zone. 
Calvert  made five yards,  and 
Cone made it a first down. Cal- 
vert then raced twenty-three 
yards as he picked up a first 
down on the Missouri forty- 
seven. Next it was Mathews' 
turn. After a two yard pick-up, 
the Pennsylvania flyer sped forty 
yards to the Missouri five where 
a shoe-string tackle by Burkhart 
stopped a score. 
MATHEWS SCORES 
Mathews made two yards at 
right tackle. Cone- lost six as 
he recovered his own fumble. 
Calvert tried left tackle, advanc- 
ing four yards, and Mathews 
went wide around right end to 
tally Clemson final touchdown. 
Radcliff converted, and Clemson 
held a commanding 34-0 lead' 
with but a minute and five sec- 
onds   remaining   in   the   game. 
Missouri received Cone's kick 
and ended the game with several 
long aerials in an attempt to 




LE—Hudson, Kempson, Withers, 
Calvert 
LT—Patton, Mooneyham, Wright- 
enberry 
LG—DiMucci, Childress, Byrd, 
Rodgers 
C—Brunson, Bryant, Wade 
RG—Manos,  Crawford,  Smith 
RT—Grigsby, Gillespie, Graham, 
Barton 
RE—Smith, Gaskin 
QB—Wyndham, Hendley, Caroth- 
ers 
LH—Calvert,   Hair,   Hubert 
RH—Mathews, Rushton, F. Cal- 
vert, Knoebel 
FB—Cone, Shirley, Radcliff 
MISSOURI 
LE—Portmann,  Ebinger,  Hampe 
LT—Keller, Woodson,  Boyd 
LG—Kadlec, Hixson, L^rdo 
C—W.  Fuchs,    Baochle,    Bayers, 
Kinson 
RG—Marusic, Castle, Macris 
RT—Millican,   Savage,   P.   Fuchs 
RE—Ackermann,   Speneman 
QB—Klein, Henley, Hailey 
LH—Glorioso,    Stephens,    Wren, 
Wilkening . 
RH—Ghnouly,   Carter,     Mickens, 
Taylor 
FB—Houston,   Burknart,   Deneke 
Score by Quarters: 
Clemson 7    7 13    7—34 
Missouri  0    0    0    0—0 
paration passes, but to no avail, 
parts of the assembly to such low 
values that they could be hand- 
led  manually  with   safety. 
The fact that operation of the. 
PPA has been entirely system- 
atic and uneventful, Dr. Kingdon 
pointed out, shows once more the 
contrallability and reliability of 




Here are authoritative answers 
from the Veterans Administration 
to four questions of interest to 
former servicemen and their 
dependents: 
Q. "My husband was killed in 
action during World War II, and 
I have just remarried. Arn I eli- 
gible for a GI home loan under 
the new law that allows widows 
to obtain such loans? 
A. No. A condition of the law is 
that you must not have remarried 
following your  husband's  death. 
Q. My son and I have been 
drawing death compensation pay 
from VA, as I am a widow of a 
World War II veteran. I have 
arranged for my son to live for 
a while with his grandmother. 
Will his payments continue? 
A. Yes. Payments may be made 
to the person who has custody of 
your child. 
Q. Is it possible to pay National 
Service Life Insurance premiums 
from my disability compensation 
pay? 
A. Yes. Authorization for pre- 
mium deductions from your com- 
pensation pay must be made in 
writing over your signature—pre- 
ferably on a VA form which you 
can obtain at any VA office. Send 
the application to the VA district 
office to which you now pay your 
premiums. 
Q.  I am a disabled veteran  in 
training    under   Public   Law   16. 
May   I  get  hospitalization     from \ 
VA for an ailment not related to 
my service-connected  disability? 
A. Yes. You are entitled to 
treatment medically determined 
necessary to prevent interruption 
of your training—regardless of its 
relation to your former military 
service. 
(Veterans wishing further in- 
formation concerning veterans' 
benefits may have their questions 
answered by contacting the near- 
est VA office.) 
"IRRINE COMPANY 
Engineers 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
GET SET FOR A BIG WEEK-END 
See—HOKE SLOAN—See 
For Tuxedo Equipment, Black Shoes, 
Sport Shirts and Argyle Socks 
BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM 
... you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder. 
AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM 
... you have no unpleasant after-taste. 
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than 
any other cigarette can give you —that's why millions of 
smokers say: THEY SATISFY. 
LEADING 
,,,■,..■■........■■..■; ■.■■■■■■■■......., 
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